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Insulation, cleansing agents, paints65

Maintenance and cleaning products
Products produced under Osculati specifications, to be easy to use and environment friendly.

Boat shampoo
Concentrated low-foam shampoo for boats. 
To be used to clean all outer parts, windows and hatches included. It also works with salt water.

 Concentrated cleaning products | Boat shampooCode Bottle l
65.752.00 1
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Teak One cleaner and stain remover
It cleans and removes stains from teak surfaces. Suitable for deep cleaning of teak, it
removes oil, grease, tar and food stains.

Cleaning productsCode Package l
65.742.00 1 6
65.742.01 5 -
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Teak Two color conditioner
This product conditions the color of teak surfaces. Special product to be used after Teak One to
condition the natural color of teak. WARNING: it does not contain dyes, it is a chemical agent that
restores the natural color of wood. To be used together with Teak One as it interacts with it.

Cleaning productsCode Package l
65.743.00 1 6
65.743.01 5 -

 

New Sunteak reconditioner
Special cleaner used to recondition deck teak surfaces; removes stains and restores the original
natural colour; to be diluted with water.

Cleaning productsCode Package l
65.239.00 1
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Teak Three protective paint
Protective and nourishing for teak surfaces, colourless and UV resistant features for wood. It
does not damage seams. 
Completely natural and silicone-free, it lets the wood breath, nourishing it and at the same time
slowing dirt penetration. It can also be used on teak surfaces treated with other brand agents.

Cleaning productsCode Package l

65.744.00 1 6
65.744.01 2.5 4

 

Teak hydro color
Wax-based sealant, fast curing (1 hour). 
Pigmented product with no teak-damaging diluents. It protects from sun and weather. It assures a
longlasting natural color of teak, restoring its original finish. 
VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds)-free, odourless and environmentally-friendly product. 

Cleaning productsCode Package l

65.747.00 1 6

 

Inox Cleaner - cleaner for stainless steel
It easily cleans stainless steel even though it contains no harmful substance. 
It removes rust stains that oxidate stainless steel surfaces.

Cleaning productsCode Package ml

65.250.00 500 10


